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Some Problems la the Allocation or Interceptor-a 

in the Defense of ft Task Group 

1• Introduction 

We consider here the defense of a carrier task group 

against enemy sir attacks that are lar?<;Q and all of the sane 

type. The word "large11 will be defined below? the assumption 

of largeness makes possible certain simplifications* By 

"all of the same type" Is meant that the problem of ooleoting 

weapons for us© against different type3 of aircraft Is not 

considered hare* 

The first part of the paper (sections E-?) deals with 

the problem of intograting the first two phases (interceptors 

and guided missiles) of the defense<    It Is brought out here 

that the two phases arc related through the fact that an 

interceptor has at least the following two objectives! 

(I)  to kill a bomber (To "kill" will mean to prevent 

the bomber from delivering its bombs*) 

(11} to break up the enemy formation so as to make it 

a better target for guided missiles and anti- 

aircraft » 

It Is conceivable that in certain oircumstanoes objective (ii) 

may be impossible} when this is the case the interceptor and 

guided-missile phases become Independent and the entire problem 

is siinplifled • Three different- rsodcls are used to provide a 

simple mathematical expression for the effeot of (ii}» In 

terms of these models we answer the questions "Should the enemy 

always bring in all of his aircraft in one raid (to bo called 
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a "maximum raid") or should he sometimes divide his foroes 

so as to persuade the defense to adopt a policy cf saving 

•one of its foroes fcr & later attack that may not ccsis?" 

In answering this question we automatically deal with the 

problom of allocation of Combat Air Patrol* 

Since the first part lends support to the natural view 

that tho maximum, raid is in many cases most effective* the 

second part (section* 8-12}.} is devoted to the case of one 

large raid* Here it is assumed that the enemy will attempt 

to have all of his M available aircraft arrive at some time^o. 

(unknown to the defense}* but that it will be difficult for * 

him to aohleve this »iiuultaneity» and there will be a disper- 

sion o in the arrival times of attacking bombers* Detection 

time a of the earliest arrivals enable the defense to form 

estimates of M»/i* and Q»  but it is shown that the defense 

cannot obtain useful estimates of those parsmetsre unless he 

fcasws s^msthing about at least one of them from operational 

experience or from intelligence* Unfortunately* statistical 

estimation here demands a known (preferably approximately- 

normal} type of distribution of detection times* but the dis- 

©tjneion Aever+heless bringa out the kind of information that 

la needed during the engagement and describes a method of 

displaying it* 

2* notation 

M * total number of ecssre- aircraft participating in 

one raid or in two raids close together in time* 

H » total number of airborne CAP when first raid is 
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detested* 

Sh * probability that an interceptor will kill an 

attacking aircraft* (It will be assumed that 

speeds are such that no interceptor will kill 

two aircraft in one mission*} 

m *= number or guided missile salvos that ©an be fired 

against one raid which consists of aircraft arriv- 

ing almost simultaneously. (Shis number is only 

a first approximation to reallamg in practice it 

may vary with several factors* such as the direction 

or direotioas from which enemy aircraft approach*} 

3 • The Problem of One Raid vs« Two Raids 

The advantages of the maximum raid are those of surprise* 

saturation of defense systems* and minimum CA? interference 

in case the defense decides to save scmo CAP for possible later 

raids* In order to obtain the latter advantage* the enemy 

must occasionally send more than one raid* If Rj and Ro 

denote the first two raids* Rg must not be detected too soon 

after Ri* else they will constitute essentially one raid - 

ejgtj if all B GAP were initially sent against Rj it would 

not be too late to divert some to R2* On the other hand* R2 

must not arrive too long after detection of Rj* as additional 

interceptors alerted by detection of F.j_ may then bo airborne. 

The enemy is faced with a difficult, timing problem which is 

complicated by the fact that detection times are not entirely 

at his disposal* For this reason* as well as for mathematical 

simplicity* we shall suppose that the enemy ohooses only 
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between sending a maximum raid of size M or two raids of 

size M/2 each* Results v;ill cover rcmswhat more general 

situations* sinus In caeos where two aqua! raids should never 

be used* the same will probably be truo of two unequal rai£» 

or of three or more raidss 

i 

h»    Iiodels Based on "Probability of Break-up" 

Two models will bo considered here for describing; the 

effect of interceptors in breaking up an enemy formation la 

such a way that the formation becomes a better target for 

guided missilesc Since this offset is a complicated one* the 

simple models used below to describe it are to be eor.stirued 

as merely helpful rather than accurate* 

Model A. We assume here that the break-up is with 

respect to time* so that a formation that has been oroken up 

will straggle in* relatively speaking. If the formation is 

unbroken there will be time fox-  only a guided sisslle salves 

against it? while if the formation is broken there will be 

time for one salvo against oacli aircraft* Intermedia *--«» pos- 

sibilities will be ignored* We let 

p2 • probability of kill for a guided missile salvo* 

Model B* In this case the break-up is considered to 

be with respect to distance* It is assumed that the formation 

of bombers is tight enough so that guided missile radars zssy 

not be able to resolve individual aircraft* The interceptors 

cannot slow down ths formation but may be able to break it 

up in the sense of causing it to sprov.it out enough to allow 

resolution* Again we ignore intermediate oases* Ws let 

F 

I 
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P^ ** probability* when formation is unbroken* that 

a miseile salvo Hill kill a bc&bes* 

p. * probability* when forrsation is broken* that 

a missile stlvo will kill a bori>er 

and we suppose in either cas© that there is time for only m 

salvos• 

In. order to simplify simultaneous treatment of these 

two models* w e let 

f(x»y) K probability that y interoeptors will break 

up a formation of x aircraft 

whether the break-up is In the sense of model A or of modwl 

B. Obviously the function f(xsj) is not neoessarlly the 

same for the two models* 

Model A probably would apply only to oases invclvlsg 

low-speed* lo«- performance aircraft* While model B is pre- 

ferable for high-speed engagements* Of course many other 

models* including combinations of these* are conceivable. 

In both, models the measure of effectiveness of the raid 

will be the expected number of penetrating aircraft* that is* 

aircraft not killed (in the sense of (i) of section 1} by 

interceptors or guided missiles* If *n one engagement z 

enemy aircraft are met by y interceptors* the expected 

number E{x»y) of penetrating aircraft is 

(1) EUjj = x - ypj^ - f(x.y){x-yp1)p2 - [1 - f(x,y)]np2 

for model A* or 

(2) E{x,y) * x - ypi - f (x.%r)mpi+ - tt - fCxsyHmp^ 

for model B* 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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These formulas are exact only if the smallest possible number 

or places penetrating the interceptor defense (l*e« x - y) 

is > ra, that iSc if thara must be a*? least m planes remain- 

ing for the guided missile s» they may, however* serve as an 

approximation if x - yp^ > m,    that is* if it in "probable" 

that at least m   planes will remain * We therefore assume 

that ac > m • yp^ in every engagement that we consider, or 

simply that 5 > m T W»~ • This condition defines the word "lfcrge1' 

used in the beginning of the introduction*  (Jt should be pointed 

cut that the assumption in model A that a guided missile salvo 

can be fired against every aircraft of « broken formation may 

be unrealistic in the case of very large raldsi in this ease* 

however, strategy Is net likely to have much influenoe on the 

outcome* 

$%    Solution of the Problems Posed by Models A and B* 

The problem can now be set up in the language of the 

theory of games* The strategies for player I (attacker) aroi 

1* Send all H aircraft in one raid 

2. Send two raids of M/2 aircraft each 

Strategies for player II (defender) aret 

1» send all K CAP against the first raid 

2* &md H/2 CAP against the first raid* holding the 

remainder for a possible second raid*    ---'' 

Th© payoff matrix is then the following s 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Strategies of Flayer XI 

1 2 

1 BJJ ** E(M) E^ - E(MjN/2) 

2 E21 - E(K/2,K)  + E(M/2#0) Egg • 2E(il/2,N/2) 

strategies 
of 

Player I 

Here tho values of E(KSN)# eto»» are computed acoording to 

formula (1) or (2) depending on the model used© 

In solving tho game we assume* as noted earlier* that \t 
M 
2 3 - *wPi 

>-»» ftD^ also that 

f (K*K) > f vM,N/2) 

f(H/2.N) > f (M/2»ir/2) > t(lf/Z,Q) 

f(K/2»IT/2) > f(M,N/2). 

For model B we assume in addition that pj^ > P3 * ** then 

follows that Ej.2 £ ^1 and Ej2 - E22* 80 tbat * *olution 

ean be written as follows for "both models) 

Optimal Strategy 

0»se 

E22 ^ =21' *ll - B21 
E22 Z =21' «u < E21 
E22 * E2i»  E^ > E^ 
E£2 <EZL>*U<EZ1 

Player I 

1 

2 

1 

(X,I-X> 

?layer II 

1 

1 

1 

(Y»l-¥) 

Here (X»l-X) indieated a mixed strategy* using strategy 1 with 

probability X and strata^ 2 with probability 1-X. We have 

X - CS^ - B22)/(E2X - E^ • E.^ - E-^} 

Y • (Big - B22)/(E2i - %2 
+ B12•" ^TL* 

(In certain cas«*s tJhere equality signs hold, the solution is 

not unique*) 

She first two oases in the table of strategies seem 
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unlikely to occur* the requirement that Ep? > E~- masuis 

that if the enemy splits hie foreos the defanse may nev«rth©- 

less do botter to send all of his CAP against the first raldo 

This could conceivably be the sa.se if K interceptors had a 

very much higher probability of breaking up a formation of 

K/2 aircraft than would K/2 interceptors* The third case 

in +-he table seems most likely to occur in practice* The 

following exawploo provide solutions for a  case using what 

seem to be reasonable values of the parameters* These examples* 

incidentallyi illustrate ths fact that solutions in model A 

depend on M» while those in nodel B do not except through 

the function f(x.y). which is probably not sensitive to M 

when M is large* 

Ejteinple for model A. Let us suppose that N • 20, m ** 10* 

px • 0*3* f (M»N) • 0«3» f (MsH/2) • 0.2. f (M/2#S) - 0sh.; 

f (K/2»K/2) - 0.3* and f(M/2#0) ~ 0*1- [Sote* The last number 

is not 0* as the formation may break up accidentally*3 We 

mast assume that vJZ > m + Up-» which .means that M > 32* 

If we feel that the eneay will not send nore than 32 aircraft* 

the decision as to disposal of ths 20 GAP is not ao difficult} 

at any rate it must be made by another method* We find at once 

that E^ * Eg, only if M < 8, so we must be in the third 

or fourth case of the table of strategies. We find that 

Eii t fi2i   ** and only ** M - ^ • 

Hence if wo believe that K < XI4.8 we send all GAP against the 

first raid* Otherwise we use a mixed strategy, sending all CAP 

against the first raid with probability 

Y « (10.8 + 0.1M)yt3«J-!. * 0.15K) • 

CONFtnF.NTIAI 
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That we do not have to know It with great accuracy is shown 

by the following table of variation of Y with Mi 

K 

X 

32 to 346 200  300 

r 
500 

.78 o92 j 085' 

Example for Kodel B. Using the same number© as in the 

preceding example* together with p* • 0*1 and pj, " 0«.£» we 

find that E22 * Egi and R,^ > E^* so that the fmanjy should 

send a maximum raid and all CAP should be sent against it. 

60 The Case of Unequal Threats. 

The methods of the preceding section can be extended to 

the situation wherein the enemy has two groups of aircraft of 

unequal threat which can be brought in singly or simultaneously* 

Thia aoulu UBSUT beoau.se ox different woapons delivered by tha 

two groups or because of a single available atomic bomb. The 

resulting gams has been solved* using the point of view of model 

B» but the solution requires that the defense know the relative 

threats of the two groups of aircraft (although not which one 

is first in case they are split*) A considerable number of oases 

must be enumerated* and the solution will not be considered here.* 

1• A Model in which Formation Break-up la a strategy* 

We consider now a model in which the breaking up of a 

formation is noic a matter of probability but depends only on 

the attacker's doctrine regarding maneuvering* That is* we 

assume that the enemy can decide to maneuver or not to maneuver 

while being attacked by interceptors* If he maneuverss he 

presents a more difficult target tc the interoeptov®, but hi* 

formation will probably not remain tight enough to prevent 

' m M nnrMTiAi  
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resolution by the guided aiisBil© radars* Mie important para* 

rasters hero are p^* p^d p^, p. • defined &s foils* st 

Enemy man»uv<srs during interception phase 

Yes Ho 

kill probability for each 

interceptor p„ p 

kill probability for each 

guided missile salvo p p 

We shall assume that p, < p^ and that p, > p. • If oither 

of these is false and the other true* there is no problem* 

Let us suppose that ua eneny raid of x alroraft is set 

by y interceptors* Those enemy alroraft which survive the 

interceptor phase are attacked by a fixed number m of guided 

missile salvos* If vre assume that x is large enough so that 

x " yPo > su the expected nus&cr of aircraft penetrating both 

defenses is* at least approximately* 

(1) x - ypi •• ap* if enemy maneuvers 

(2) or x - yp2 *" mp,  if enemy does not maneuver* 

If the enemy had all information* therefore* he would 

maneuver if and only if 

* • 7P\ m ttP3 * x " TPg • s®j|>* 

that is* he should maneuver if and only if he is met by more 

than y, interceptors* where y^ m aip^- SVJ/CPV" P^K '2h» 

fact that y^ does not depend on x is due to the assumption 

that x is large compared to y ud a* 

In practice^ the enesy probably cannot determine* in time 

to make a decision* the exact number of interoeptors • His 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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radar resolution nay bo assumed to DO auoh that ho can dis- 

tinguish only among "one"* "few*, and "many" interoeptors* 

So egress this, fttot in a siispla sa i&miiical my ^s postulate 

a mt&s?   ys < y_   sash that 

***»»   T 2 7©   **• 9QM|V «wm* ttoftt   y < y_» but 

***•»   7 * 7«   **• oannot tall '© • 

Wo shall aasume that the asw*? dootrlas is to instruct sash 

raid before going is either to maneuver (if sM only if mat 

by more than y0 interceptors) or not to maneuver in ssr «aa«» 

Ve suppose aa before that there are H airborne GAP and 

that the enemy has a total for©© ©f M airoraft which ara 

thought in either all at onoe or in two equal raids so ©lose 

wCgetaor in time that detection of the first raid does not 

©©our dsu-ly ©sough to allow additional interoeptora to become 

airborne and interoept the seoond raid* Previously it has been 

assumed that m guided missile salvos oould be ftoad against 

each, raid, but hero va take a mere general ease* assuming that 

©sly km (nhere 0 < k < 1} salves eass bo fired against the 

seoond raid* 

Strategices We allow the defense N+l strategies* 

numbered 0» 1* £• «••• N according to the number of CAP sent 

against the first raid: The enemy la given six strategies; 

numbered as follows* 

Send all airoraft in one raid with instructions 

1> to maneuver 

2* not to maneuver 

Send aircraft in two equal raida and instruot 

3* both to maneuver 

________        _   CQNFIDFNTIAL 
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lj.« the first to maneuver, the second not to maneuver 

5» the fii'st not to maneuver* the second to maneuver 

£?* both not to maneuver. 

VJe Xet Q^« be the payoff* in expected number of pene- 

trating aircraft* when the enemy uses strategy i (i - 1. 2* ..<>» 6) 

and the defense uses strategy j :3 (j - 0» 1, 2, •••$  II) • The 

values of the G^ ^ are given below. To show how tlioy are com- 

puted let us use Gj. -.    a= an example* Here the enemy send* M/2 

aircraft in raid 1 with instructions to maneuver if met by more 

than y0 interceptors* and K/2 aircraft in raid 2 with in- 

structions not to maneuver* If the defense uses a strategy 

j < y $  neither raid maneuvers aid the value of 0j,«» computed 

from (2)- is M - Np5- rnn-  - kmp, . If ;1 > y »  tho fir-st raid 
—      '* If O 

maneuvers and Ojyj» computed from (1) and (2), is 

(K/2 - 5px- mpj) + [M/2 - (N - J)p2~ ioap^J' 

Proceeding in similar fashion we obtain the following! 

GJJ 
3 « ~ jPg- mpJ+    if 3 < 70 

• K - JPi" xnp,# if    j>y0 

G2j • M - JP2- mp,,          for all    j 

G3j • M - Jpa- np^- (K-J)pj- kmp3 if J < y0 

* H - Npx-  (l+k)mp3 if y0 < J < N-yQ 

• « - iPi" ^P3- (K-J)P2- kmp^ if J > if - yo 

Gkj " M ~ NP2"  (l+k)ap^ ** J * 3ro 

• M - jpr- a.03-  (N-i)?2- kmp^ if J > yc 

G53 - M - jp2- mp^  (N-jJPi- knp3 if j < H - y0 

• M - Np2-  (l+k)mp^ if j > N - y0 

G6j * K " NP2"  (2-+k)KP!4. for ail J* 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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It is easy to show that 

CJ-. * > G-»« and G-5 ? > Ch, « for all j 

and Ggj * Gcjj aid G2« > G^.* for ail 4» 

the ©quality signs hei»© being imposip iblo unless, among ether 

things* k - oa It follows that In this model the enemy should 

use the Kfixiaum raid* refiardlesa of the defender*a strategy 

or the values of the parameters* It is evident, then, that 

the defense should use strategy 5?,  and this Can be shown from 

the formulas for Gj* and G2j« xhus the defense should use 

all CAP against the first raid, and the enemy should maneuver 

if and only if he thinks N > v-. 
i. 

8• The Cage of One Large Raid* 

From this point we assume that the enemy delivers all 

his aircraft (about 200 to 300) in one raid? but that he is 

not able to make all these aircraft arrive simultaneously. The 

essential concept to bo used is that of a -wnit" of aircraft. 

Me shall suppose that enemy aircraft arrivo in units of about 

6 or 8 aircraft each* t^e actual number hers is not important* 

except that in this treatment we must suppose that the number 

of unit-g, say 30 - f>0» is large enough to be treatod statis- 

tically* (Unless information to the contrary is available, one 

may as well suppose that these units are of the same composition* 

However* if the defender expects, say* ens collection of units 

of dive bombers and one collection of units of high altitude 

bombers* he can decide how he wishes to divide his fox'ces ka- 

tween the two attacks and then eonsldor each attack as a 

separate problem of tho typo below.) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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As a guiding principle for the defend©!1, we shall suppose 

that the best disposition of his interceptors is that which 

presents, as nearly as possible* an equal threat to each unit 

ef enemy aircraft* The defender's principal problem; then* i« 

to decide how many interceptors to vector against each enemy 

•unit* that lo to decide on  a unit size of his own* 

9. Notation. 

Wo first define a region A around the task group deter- 

mined by the defender as follows* as long as a given enemy 

uuib has not penetrated A it is not too late to vector airborne 

intoroeptore toward it, but on<?o the unit has penetrated A it 

is considered too late to do so*  (Here, as well as below* it 

will be convenient to use "airborne" to mean at altitude? over 

or near the task group»)    Any sneray \mits which ar-a not detec- 

ted until already in A are irrelevant to tho problem under 

consideration* and so all enany units aosntionaS below will be 

assnimfifl to have been detected before reaching A« 

We let t0 Etand for the time of f5.rst detection. Aa 

before* N will be the number of airborne GAP at time t0# but 

M will be the number oi' enemy units (not aircraft). The siso 

of these units, assumed constant, is of course important to 

the outcome of the whole engagement, out doea not affect the 

decisions considered here* 

Two important functions are shown (qualitatively) in 

Figure !• 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Figure 1 

Tho curve P(t) shows th© number of enemy unite that 

will h?.ve ponetrated A by time t unless prevented      ing 

so by Ittoe.roo'jtors. If P(t) is isoro nearly vertic.:..'?. -'. v 

enemy is raoro neai'ly achieving his objectitro o? s^iltaneouji 

arrivalo She ehape and location of the P(t) curve will de- 

pend on Mf on the distance from A (at' detection time) of the 

first unit to be detected $  and on various factors which deter- 

rxLne the 6nemy»s ability to synchronise his units, suoh as th«* 

number end location of hie airbases and the state of training 

of his personnels 

The function G(t) represents tho number of units of 

airborne interceptors that the defense h&s put up by time t. 

At time t0 stops are immediately taken to launch additional 

interceptors, and, starting at a time t^, there are b addi- 

tional interceptors airborne per minute» The graph of G-(t) 

consists of tnree partst phase 1, time tQ to t-^, a hori- 

zontal line representing the number of airborne units at t0, 

phase Zs  time t^ to t2.» a line of slope b representing 

units of interceptors becoming airborne after t^s and phase 

3# another horiKontal lin«* beginning at tiise to *fiien th© 

defense has either run out of interceptors or has decided not 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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to use any rcore in the present engagement• 

It may occur that the CAP aircraft;  designed for endu- 

rance, are less effective as fighters than the interceptors 

launched later.-> It will be essumed below that thia is not 

the cass. or rather, that if the CAP aircraft are, say, only 

three -fourths as affoctivo aa the ©thors, then each four CAP 

aircraft are treated as though they were only three interceptorso 

10. The Method* 

The defenders chief problem will he to estimate the 

curve F(t)« Once a number of such larr^e engagements have taken 

place, operational data should be available -which will provide 

information about F(t)« With this infomaition; combined with 

knowledge of number and location of enemy airbasos in the vici- 

nity s a fairly good estimate of ?(t)  shoxild be possible• In 

the absence of operational dctas the dofouder must brt content 

with some assumed formi he may assume, for example, that arrival 

tiroes of eneay units are normally distributed about their time 

of estimated arrival, with a standard deviation that depends 

on the dista-nce from the enemy bases to the task group. 

It will be assumed that the basis for decision-making 

will, in general, be the principle tnat the curve G('s) ggjgt 

always remain above the r-tirve F(t) when the two are plotted 

together? otherwise* of course, some enemy units, though detected 

before entering A, will not be Intercepted. Possible exceptions 

to this rule will bo noted as we proceed* 

Given certain forces at tho onsst, that is, given & 

certain amount of CAP and the ability to put aircraft into tho 

air at a certain maximum rate* the defender has no way of 
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increasing his capabilities as measured by total number of 

interceptors airborne by a given time* He can, however, con= 

trol the graph of G(t) somewhat by changing his unit sizo. 

If his unit size is too large, the G(t) graph will not stay 

above the F(t) graph; en the ether hands the unit size should 

be as large as possible in terms of the defender*s capabilities. 

(Givon certain kinds of information, it may even be desirable 

to 1st the G(t) graph drop below the P(t) graph at times, 

provided the increased effectiveness due to a greater unit 

size compensates for the damage done by unintereepted enemy 

units*) 

Let us consider a hypothetical example with numbers 

chosen simply for arithmetical convenience. The defender has 

36 airborne CAP at time t0 
m  0, and at t^ = 10 miriutes he 

can start putting up 12 additional interceptors per minute 

and continue this for 10 minutes* 

QM 

Of 

tO 20 

Figure 2 
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Figura 2 shews how he can vary hie G(t} graph by varying 

his unit oise? Gi(t}* for 1 ~ P; 3,; hri  representing the use 

of i interceptors per xinit. Two possible onomy curves* F^(t) 

and PgCtK are also ahown. If the distribution of enemy units 

is F^(t)j the defender ocm uso Gj,(t)j that is* he oan send 

ME interceptors in units of h. against each onoiny unit» If 

tho distribution of enaifiy units is F£(t";» the rta±eirn3.ev  can 

safely send only two interceptors against each enemy unit during 

phase i, but he eon increase this figure to k. during phase 2» 

There has been evidence in the past that the effectiveness 

of an Inter caption increasoa with tho distance of the inter-cap- 

tion from the task group* If this continues to be the case; 

the lowest Or±{t)    curve that lies wholly above the P(t) curve 

will not necessarily be the best choice. However* until opera- 

tional data are available for the high-speed engagomenta of the 

future* there is no way to walgh the factors involved here* so 

that one nay as well assume what aiay turn out to be the case* 

namely that there is little or no advantage to very early in- 

terception* 

In introducing the method it has been supposed that the 

defender knows the graph of F{t) exactly. In practice this 

ia of oourae impossible and wo next consider the problem of 

estimating ?(t). 

H* xhe First Estimate. 

In the absence of any data to the contrary* we shall 

assume that enemy units come in &t times which are normally 

distributed about en unknown mean ti^e /t with standard &evia«> 

1 CONFIDENT! A 
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tion a*    He shall suppose that,  detection probability follows 

a "definite range X&w"> that Is* we eliminate the problem, or 

detection probability by assuming that detection always occurs 

at a fixed range* Thie is equivalent to the assumption that 

detection times* rather than arrival times* ass  normally dis~ 

tribvvted. In practice it is probably true that neither tim» 

in normally distributed* and in any case wo nre merely trying 

to obtain a first roxijsh estimate. 

It should be pointed out first of all that? if the defender 

knows yu.    (which he never will) and if ho knows a    (which he 

inay be able to ectiiTiate)» then even in these happy circumstances 

ho must still cope with tho particular r(u) curve (step- 

funGtiari} of tho prosert onsasemsnt • This curve x*epresents 

not a population.* but a sample from the population* and its 

inean and standard deviation will almost sorely not be thosa of 

•the population. All this underlines the fact that it la rot- 

possible to choose the "i" In Gi£~) so as to be absolutely 

certain of keeping the G(t) g;raph above the F(t) j^raph* 

In practice, the defense will have perhaps a fairly good 

estimate of c? only a rough estimate of M» and no idea at 

all of yu.*    Let Tr bo tho time at which the expected proportion 

of the population that has been detected is r* 0 < r < 1* 

Suppose the first enemy unit is detected at time t0* A decision 

must be made almost immediately* About the only kind of question 

that can be answered at this moment„ however* is of this type* 

"What is the earliest time that we must expect /* • ^i/g 

(or Tj, for some other r)* provided wo are willing to bo in 

error in not more than* say* £ percent of ail cases?" TO answer 
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Pr;0?r- t0< T) * *0p 

The probability that Tr- t0< T is simply the probability 

that- tc (and hence every detection tine in the sample) is 

greater than Tr- T. Hence 

*(V V= -5 = CPr-Ct > V- T}]M 

where t is the detection time or a randomly chosen unit and 

M id the iots.1 number or units* To find T we must solve 

Pr(t > TP« T) = (-05)
l/M 

TTaing a table of the normal curve* we find that 

T » TP» /* *  1*31 a if M ~ 30 

• ay-'-4- • i.at> a IT M ~ ij.o 

= Tr-y^ + 1.5? a if M * 50 

The value of Tr- /*» for any r* 2-an be found in terms of o 

from a table of the normal curve* 

As an example* let us suppose that the first unit is 

detected at tim» 0 and le expected to enter A in h minutes. 

If s » 5 minutes, then Tr- M m  6»55» V*30, or 7»85 accord- 

ing as M -309  l}.0» or 50. This means that the planned arrival 

time j*.   is* and we can say this with "95$ certainty", not 

earlier than 10.5» 11.3a or 11.8 minutes If M = 30, i\0»  or 50, 

respectively. We have not said that the probability is 0.95 

that the first half of the units will not be in earlier than 

these tises* but it is olsar that the defense will be well pre- 

pared if he expects about half the units to be in A by time 

11 or 12 minutes. 
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12 * Revised Estimate s> 

Once tha raid. la well tinder nay* a cumulative .eeoord 

of eneray units detected should show fairly well Whether «s«'iy 

decisions should be revised* On a ah^ot of graph paper the 

Gi(t) curves can be drawn beforehand: 

Figure 3 

As each enemy unit is detected during tha raid* its time of 

arrival in region A can be estimated and the unit is then added 

a* another step in the graph (Figure 3)» Suppose we are at 

time l'x and have been xxsing G^(t)» that is* sending eufc CAP 

in units of b.« The step graph indicates times of arrival in A 

of units already detected and so the graph extends beyond the 

present to a point T2- Svidently it will no longer be possible 

to send aircraft in units of h*  or even 3« In this case 2 will 

apparently be a safe unit ftise,* but it must be remembered that 

that part of the step graph between T^ and Tg is still sub- 
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,|3>ot- to change* since the nearest of several approaching units 

is not necessarily the first one to be detected• In fact* as 

we move along th® step graph into the future $  lb is to be ez- 

peotod that an increasingly anall fraction of ynits thai xvill 

ultimately lie there have already been detected* Hence there 

io likely to bo an apparent leveling off of the graph near 

the time Tg> and it ;;ould be dangerous for the defender tc 

tsV« this at face value» On the other band, if he makes due 

allowance for thi^ effect* he should obtain usofol infonuaw-ion 

from the cumulative graph* 

13* Statistical Estimation. 

The preceding section showed how the defense can gather 

and display information during the raid that will help him 

in deciding whether to revise his unit sizes VJ© sow investi- 

gate the possibility of using methods of statistical estimation 

to help in this decision* Some theory in this connection may 

be found in references [!]> t33* and fli.]. the tables used being 

in reference [2]• 

It is brought out below that ona cannot hope to estimate 

all three of the parameters lU/*>  md a   from the dstectict* 

times of the firat few detected units* However, if there is 

previous knowledge of at; least one of these parameters* it may 

be possible to snake useful predictions during the engagements 

The first few detections mad© during a raid constitute 

a "truncated sample" and from this it is possible to estimate 

the moan and standard dov?.atic;n of the population. One would 

like to know at once> of course* how good these estimates uare* 

The above references give asymptotic variances of the estimates* 
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but those a^e useful only for large samples and there la no 

assurance that the samples obtained in the present problem 

will be large enough for the asymptotic variances to provide 

useful approrJLraatlons o The raids considered here consist of 

something like I4.O to pO enemy units, and there lr> littl* point 

in estimating unless a sample of 10 or 20 provides useful 

Gstisnstes* 

In order to provide a preliminary estimate ox the precision 

of the estimating procedure, twenty samples of forty numbers msudh 

wer# drawn from a table of random normal deviates• Thess aura- 

bex»a have mean 0 and standard deviation 1* so that the forty 

numbers in a given sample represent arrival times of cnsxay units 

.attempting to arrive at time 0 and doing so with errors of 

istandard deviation 1* 

It was first attempted to estimate /t(^0) and eC*5!) 

and K(^}.0) from the first 10 and also from the first 20 ob= 

servations in each sample * ihese estimates were so peer as to 

be useless* even in the case of 20 observations, where 6 of the 

20 estimates of M wore over 80 and ?•««£•&« to over 800« 

It is intuitively evident, however, that if o is known 

tha estiinatos of /*-   and M should be greatly improved. Sable 

I shows the results.* for twenty samples, of estimating ><• and 

M, given o* Columns 2 and 3 give estimates of /•<   one H as 

obtained from the first ten of the forty arrival times in each 

sample! entries sv.eh as n>%,Qn  mean "greater than 3«0" and in- 

dicate that some number involved was beyond the range of tha 

table • Columns !*. and 5 give similar estimate* «a obtained from 
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the first 20 observations In each sajirple.    Colv&zia 6 and 7 

show the offset cf at> «rror in the eat-tmate of    <j   by sho^rii^ 

estimates of /<.   and   K»    for 20 observafclo-ia. found on the 

lnoorroot assumption that    a = 0»7>. 
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itiajatea o£/4(«0)  and K("4°5* given A 

Ssmple 
Fumber 

10 Observations 
c * 1 

20 Obsarvationii 
o * 1 

x M A* K 

1 -0.3 42 —»/#»»> 29 

2 0.9 250 -0.1 48 

3 0.6 71 0*6 74 

4 "0.3 24 CO 35 

5 0,4 125 -0..2 40 

6 -O.ii. *3I. 32 

7 "^3 ovi Hj3G -0.1 37 

8 -0.1 37 0,0 42 

9 -0.9 250 0,0 l\Z 

10 -0.8 16 0.1 48 
11 >lo >43Q 0.4 48 

12 0.0 48 35 

13 0.1 48 0.1 40 
Hi. 0*1 56 0.1 59 

15 1.0 33 0-9 83 

16 0.3 42 0.5 64 

17 1.0 260 0*3 59 

18 >0.8 >430 -0,1 53 

19 0.8 83 0.4 48 

20 0=3 42 0.6 63 

2C Observations 
a Misestimated as 0*75 

-0.8 23 
i 

„0.6 30 

=0*4 29 

-0.4 24 

-0*7 26 

HD.6 23 

-0.6 2$ 

-0 «6 26 

-0.6 26 

~C«5 29 

-0.2 

~«_- 30 

-o;5 25 
-0,5 35 

o.o 35 

-o.i 37 

-0.3 32 

-0.6 32 

•0,1 30 

-Ocl 40 
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T« the ease of 10 observations it appears that estimates 

of /*.  are usually fair? although, estimates of M are quite 

poor. With 20 observations* estimates of /** are goods while 

those of K are fair. In general these estimates are good 

enough so that further sampling is warrant©d provided ibs 

general model is considered useful* 

The offset of an error in the original estimate of <s 

la particularly important. If enemy units actually arrive is 

th« manner considered hers, it should be possible to put a 

lower bound on o» the enemy being capable of increasing o 

either by accident or design* but unable to diminish it* Under- 

estimation of e? is therefor© cf mere interest than overesti- 

znawlon; as the defender can take a to have its smallest likely 

value and know that- he 1B Tmaeraatiaiating. The last two oolusns 

of table I show the effect of underestimating a by 2$%»    The 

resulting errors in the estimates of /< ar© not bad* but th© 

estimates of U   are consistently too small and so can be dan- 

gerous. In general, if a   is taken to be the smallest value 

it could conceivably have* the attacker can only increase o» 

and this has the effect* so far as /< is concerned* of telling 

the defense to be ready for the main part of the e.tt&ck a little 

sooner than it will actually come. Cn the other hand* the de- 

fense could be easily fooled (if the enemy* say* should inei^oaso 

a   purposely) into thinking the raid is smaller than it is if 

the defense bas©s estimates of M strictly en this method. 

Finally there is the possibility that the defense lias* 

from intelligence* an estimate of the enemy potential in •oorms 

of mjmbsx' cf airci*aft« Aftor ton cr tventy units have been 
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detected* some of the earlier ones may have draw* nee* enough 

so thai; the unit size can be estimated* from this and the 

estimate of total aircraft one Kay estimate M* 

If M were known exactly* there would not bo much left 

for the defense to "want to knot** and the principal point of 

interest hare, therefore, is the effect of mi so sfc Seating M» 

In Table II this effect Is studied for the sam© samples usr.ri 

before. Here h stands for the proportion of units not de- 

tected by the time estimates are made? since & = ]±ot  the 

true value of h is therefore 0.75 or 0.£ according as we 

tire astlmating from 10 or from 20 observations. p©r cii^>lieityj 

incorrect values of h were taken to be 0.7 and 0.8 for the 

cast? of IS observations? and Q.q. and 0*6 for tbe case of 20 

observations* Since one Is particularly concern-ad here with 

large errors* Table II summarizes ti-.s results by showing the 

greatest error (and* in parentheses* the next greatest) occur- 

ring over the twenty samples in each ease. 

Table II 

Lavgeat ana Next Largest Errors in Estimates of /*. and. 

a from 20 Samples* Assuming Various Values of II. 

Estimate of     10 Observations       20 Observations 

k0  (correct) ,83 (#614.)   *$Z  (.lj.9)   *k2  («3U  »Z7 {±25) 

50 .93 U73)   e^6 (,53)   *&1 (.53)  ^ (#26) 

33 *?5 (.75)   «Sl (*£0)   .56 (Jj.8)  .29 (;2lj.) 

All of those errors are less than 1« In. the oaso cf 20 

observations? the wor^t error obtained Is for /*, gg erros' of 
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0.61. -- 0 were i> minutes* tills would mean that the greatest 

«r*»er (in twenty samples) In estimating /*,  was 3 mizwvceB. 

It appears that incorrect estimation of Mj when mistakes are 

of the order of those considered here, does not do much harm 

to the estimates of •*•'% and o. 

Uj.. Force Bequiremonts. 

The concern of this paper has been with ueclsions that 

ar-s made after a raid Is detected- Any decisions made in the 

planning; stages* however* such as the decision on the number 

of GAP to keep airborne* arc obviously aided by knowledge of 

ateps that must be taken during an engagement* 

The graphical treatment involving the P(t) and G(t) 

curves can be helpful in the planning stages* At this time 

the defender has ~ gr-sat deal more control over the G* (t) 

graphs than he does after an engagement has begun* Figure 1± 

shows* for example9  two posaible forms o?   G^(t)j i»e«j different 

farms  that can be produced without chsngijag the unit size* Her® 

irntt 

Fianre b. 

<jt\{K)    represents the case therein only half as much CAP is 

kept airborne as In G'x(t)* Thue GxCt) i* weaker during th» 
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first phase of th<» attack but later becomes stronger by ?Lrtus 

of t-ho fact that a task group that carries le-s* OAF can carry 

ntoro other fighters and so can keop putting them into th* air 

longer after an eng&gomsnt begins f. Given tb» space restrictions* 

an upper limit to the r&uaber of 37icmy units, the desired size 

for defense units* &ad some knowledge of the detection capabili- 

ties of the defense* one can approximata the answer to the 

question* "Ho<* many CAP aircraft should be kept airborne when 

raids are possible'?" 

15 • Conclusion* 

One of the usoa of a mathematical analysis such as the 

present one is to point out areas of knowledge* or simply para- 

meters* where useful operational information is needed* Two 

such areas that are ezsphasised in this paper may be described 

by asking the following two questions* 

lo How do Interceptors "break up" a formation of attack- 

ing bombers* and what are the results of doing so? 

2« Whan a large number of aircraft attempt simultaneous 

arrival at a gi?en location* in what way do they 

actually arrive? 

Analytical Research Group 

Princeton* S. J« 
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